Marelli partners with DHL Supply Chain to deliver world-class logistics solutions
Westerville, OH / Auburn Hills, MI - May 24, 2021 - Marelli, a leading Tier 1 global automotive supplier,
has signed a five-year service agreement with DHL, the global market leader in contract logistics
solutions, to transform its supply chain operations in North America. The partnership will drive
efficiency, cost savings and sustainable best practices throughout the region, and will promote
integration across business units through the implementation of common practices and innovative
digital tools.
As part of its ongoing transformation outlined in AMBITION 2024, Marelli is focused on developing core
competencies to improve customer value and drive profitability. The DHL partnership will not only
provide Marelli with access to best practices, skilled experts and the latest technology, it will free up
valuable resources enabling greater focus on fundamental business development.
As Marelli’s fourth-party logistics provider (4PL), DHL will have complete oversight of the company’s
regional supply chain operations. Transportation costs will be greatly reduced by eliminating multiple
carriers and improving saturation rates, resulting in fewer carbon emissions. Dramatic efficiency and
visibility improvements are expected through the introduction of common tools and technology, while
Marelli’s customer base will benefit from improved delivery times and real-time inventory tracking.
“Our partnership with DHL will provide us with a competitive and sustainable logistics cost model and
deliver a step change in savings to truly transform our supply chain,” said Bharat Vennapusa, head of
transformation for Marelli in North America. “In addition to the economies of scale realized by working
with a single-source supplier, we will benefit from coordinated bidding, freight volume management,
tracking and tracing, industrial engineering support and a robust digital platform, all provided by DHL.”
“At DHL Supply Chain, we truly believe in putting our customers at the core of everything we do,
leveraging our industry-leading supply chain and logistics resources with a firm belief in continuous
innovation to offer our customers the most advanced technologies to improve their business,” said Jim
Monkmeyer, president, transportation, DHL Supply Chain, North America. “We are confident that
through our management, industrial engineering, and robust digital platform capabilities, we can
strengthen Marelli’s commitment to offering automotive sector solutions with the reliability and
flexibility today’s customers expect.”
About Marelli
MARELLI is one of the world’s leading global independent suppliers to the automotive sector. With a
strong and established track record in innovation and manufacturing excellence, our mission is to
transform the future of mobility through working with customers and partners to create a safer, greener
and better-connected world. With around 58,000 employees worldwide, the MARELLI footprint includes

170 facilities and R&D centers across Asia, the Americas, Europe, and Africa, generating revenues of
1,266 Billion JPY (10.4 Billion EUR) in 2020.
About DHL
DHL Supply Chain offers an unrivalled portfolio of industrial supply chain management, warehousing,
transportation, and value-added logistics services combining proven operational excellence and deep
market expertise with the scale and continuous innovation that customers need to deliver consistently
outstanding service while breaking down the barriers that limit growth and the ability to capitalize on
new opportunities. To learn more about DHL Supply Chain, please visit our content hub at
www.DHL.com/AllBusinessNoBoundaries.

